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PREFACE

I was sitting in a crowded college classroom. Everyone was listening to the 

Holocaust survivor describe living through Hell. He had been imprisoned in several 

concentration camps where, among his jobs, he had to remove dead bodies. He had been 

on a death march. In a calm voice, he described his life in the camps and how his 

knowledge of several languages had helped him live. When the speaker finished, he 

asked if there were any questions. Everyone in the audience was stunned. No one could 

move, much less frame a question. 

I was one of the two professors who taught the class. I didn’t know what to do. 

The survivor seemed eager for questions. It was my job to ask one. A single question 

pulsated through my brain. I didn’t know whether or not to ask it. The silence continued, 

and I had to act. I nervously raised my hand. He nodded at me, and I said I was so 

overwhelmed by the talk that I was left with one haunting question that I normally would 

be too embarrassed to ask but couldn’t stop myself. The survivor waited patiently.

I said to him, “After all you’ve been through, do you believe in God?”

The survivor hesitated for a moment. I thought he was angry at me for the 

question. But he continued in a soft voice. He said that to answer the question he had to 

tell the class a story. 

After the War, he had married another survivor, a woman who had been subjected 

to experimentation. He didn’t have to describe the nature of the experiments. We all 
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understood. The result, he said, was that despite the couple’s efforts they could have no 

children.

After the Israeli victory in the Six-Day War of 1967, the couple traveled to 

Jerusalem to pray at the Western Wall, which was in Jewish control for the first time in 

almost two thousand years. The wife was tired when they arrived in Jerusalem late at 

night, but she encouraged her husband to go immediately to the Wall. The survivor got to 

the Wall and began to cry. He could not pray because of his anger at God. 

Suddenly a young religious student appeared. The survivor was shocked because 

the student looked just as the survivor had at that age. The student approached the 

survivor, reminding him of the ancient tradition of putting a note in the cracks of the 

Wall. The survivor was reluctant, but the student kept encouraging him until the survivor 

took a scrap of paper and wrote “I want a baby” in Hebrew. He tearfully stuck the paper 

into the Wall. 

The survivor then prayed and looked around to thank the student, but the young 

man was gone. 

The survivor again paused in his story and looked at the class. There was 

complete silence for a few seconds. He then told us that ten months after his visit to the 

Wall he and his wife had a baby girl.

So, he asked, how could he say for sure even after all he’d been through that there 

is no God. All he knew is that if he ever encountered God, he had a lot of questions.

The survivor’s story has accompanied me during the ensuing years as I pondered, 

read about, learned from others, and taught about God, Judaism, and how we deal with 

the most profound questions of human existence. I knew there were a variety of religious 
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reactions by Holocaust survivors. Some didn’t believe in God. Some were so angry at 

God they could no longer pray. Some didn’t even want to be Jewish any longer.

I understood the range of reactions, but I was particularly struck by people with 

the undeniable urge to continue as Jews. This led me to wonder why Judaism is so 

powerful, so filled with meaning that the most devastating acts of evil cannot crush the 

spark of Judaism within those who suffered. This book is an attempt to answer that 

question.  

When I first considered writing this book, I pictured people I had met. Some were 

just curious about Judaism. Some were romantically attached to a Jewish partner and 

were considering becoming Jewish themselves. Some had unpleasant memories of 

childhood Jewish educations or services at which they felt ignorant or uncomfortable. 

These memories had led them to neglect learning about Judaism. These people I knew 

were curious about Judaism’s basic beliefs. I wanted to invite them to learn about how 

Judaism interprets the world.

I also knew many intelligent people who thought about and, at times, struggled 

with all the nagging, painful, exhilarating, wondrous questions of why we are here and 

what we’re supposed to do with our lives. They were intellectually nimble, unfrightened, 

and honest seekers, animated by ethical sensitivity and well-informed about a broad 

range of up-to-date knowledge. They wondered if Judaism was compatible with modern 

science and whether they could honorably believe in the Jewish faith today. Some 

thought Judaism just a venerable collection of ancient myths more suitable to a museum 

than to our mobile devices. I wanted to invite these people to explore their questions 

about Judaism. 
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For all these readers, I wanted to try to organize the beliefs of the Jewish faith in 

such a way that those interested could study it, learn what Judaism has to teach, and see 

for themselves what they concluded. 

It is not the goal of the book to challenge anyone’s faith (or faithlessness) or to 

change anyone’s belief system. Rather I mean it as a guide for readers to learn about 

Judaism, to examine or re-examine the religious questions they have in their lives and, in 

so doing, to ponder how they organize the ideas that guide their lives. I also mean the 

book as a challenge for all of us to examine the beliefs we cherish and live by or to 

explore what those beliefs are if we can’t articulate them. Franz Kafka once wrote that “A 

book must be the ax for the frozen sea within us.”

All readers of the book are asked to consider what lies in their own frozen sea. It 

was a Hasidic master who noted that all people must discover their own unique way in 

Judaism and then live by the light shed by that way, by the path it leads them along in 

life. They can be true to the Jewish religion most faithfully by being true to themselves.

A coherent theology, though, is not necessarily identical to leading a full spiritual 

life. Our lives are lived from within. It is an individual’s psychological experience that 

often provides sufficiently convincing proof of whether God is present or not in the 

person’s life. For many people, faith is more important than belief. They live by trust and 

hope not by a religious ideology.

Still, while Judaism is more guided by the ethical than the speculative, being a 

spiritual being is insufficient as well. Genuine spiritual experiences need to be 

intellectually justifiable. And so I mean this book to be a blend of the intellectual and the  

personal.   
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My approach is to take the basic beliefs of Judaism and explain them, try to 

provide insights into how you might analyze them, and try to be respectful of all points of 

view. Analysis aims for subtlety and nuance. Ideology aims for simplicity. Issues of 

Jewish belief deserve analysis. 

Such efforts are challenging. It is difficult to chart the logical geography of Jewish 

beliefs, the place of each individual one in relationship to all the others. Many beliefs 

could have been put in various places or overlap. Almost every belief discussed could 

have been expanded. The book is not meant to be a definitive guide but a gateway to the 

vast treasures of Jewish literature and the varied experiences of Jewish life. The goal of 

the book is, in part, to create interest in readers to explore other works and to become part 

of the Jewish community by joining and participating in Jewish institutions.

I also hope to get all of us to see our beliefs more explicitly, to recognize the 

presuppositions, the assumptions, that we carry with us all the time and aren’t always 

aware of it.

This book interprets Judaism as a belief system. The words “belief system” refer 

to a set of beliefs that an individual or community follows, such as about what is right 

and wrong and what is true and false. A belief is separate from a certainty. Belief requires 

a mental attitude of accepting a proposition or set of propositions without the certain 

knowledge that such a belief is true or can be justified. Sometimes the words “belief 

system” refer to a faith independent of the formal acceptance of a religion. In this book 

“belief system” is shorthand for a religious belief system based on facts but 

acknowledging the role of assertions beyond factual proof. 
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While Judaism is a belief system, it is a special kind of belief system, one that is 

flexible rather than rigid, one that gives choices within an extremely wide range rather 

than dictates required answers, one that does not see other people as compelled to accept 

it or be refused salvation, and a system that leads to moral action rather than being 

satisfied with beliefs alone. Indeed, as a special kind of belief system, Judaism is 

connected to and inseparable from obligations and activities. This connection is important 

for without it seeing Judaism as a belief system might imply that Judaism is just a 

religion and as a religion is just a belief system. This sort of reductionism, though, is 

inadequate to capture the crucial nature of moral action that stems from the belief system. 

Judaism cannot survive as just a series of intellectual beliefs. It requires observances by a 

community. A belief system can offer spiritual guidance to an individual, but Judaism 

includes joining together. A person needs to be religious rather than just spiritual because 

as a community people share human relationships. They can accomplish goals and 

actions that they couldn’t accomplish on their own. They have in a community a 

deepened sense of purpose. The individual and communal goals of Judaism can be seen 

in the mitzvot and in the section on missions in Chapter Six. 

Why do religions have belief systems? Why are they valuable and needed?  A 

complete religion is not limited to its prayers, holy days, and rituals. A religion must 

provide explanations about, for example, the nature and purposes of God and all the 

questions that stem from these explanations. Why, for example, do innocent children 

suffer deadly disease? A religion must offer its followers an ethical code, rules by which 

they can live. As Benjamin Disraeli, a British Prime Minister of Jewish origin, put it: 
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“Duty cannot exist without faith.” We cannot know how to act if we do not know what to 

believe.

As we examine our Jewish views, it is crucial to remember that there is not one 

single Jewish belief system to explain. Rather there is a range of such beliefs. Still, there 

are borderlines that define what makes a belief fall outside Judaism. There are historical 

examples. I will provide traditional and contemporary interpretations.  

As the book’s subtitle suggests, this book focuses on contemporary 

interpretations. I try, for example, to take natural and social science findings seriously, 

though I am not an expert in these fields. When appropriate, I try to see how Judaism can 

be interpreted in the light of contemporary science, to take its basic beliefs and connect 

them to contemporary knowledge.

 It is also possible in discussing Judaism to talk of a “world view.” A “world 

view” means a comprehensive system describing God, the natural world, and humanity. It 

includes how humans should live their lives and a theory about what happens after they 

die. It includes the beliefs and ideas an individual uses to interpret existence. The terms 

“belief system” and “world view” are used instead of “theology” to indicate that the book 

is not just a theory of God and instead of “philosophy” to indicate that this is not just 

reliant on the rational methods used by philosophers and is not structured the way a 

philosophical argument would be.

This is a story with a very clear beginning. The story of the basic beliefs of 

Judaism starts with the most fascinating of possible characters, God. We start our search 

by considering the Being Who, according to Jewish tradition at least, created the cosmos 

and human beings, Who yearns for a moral partner and a people to teach humans about 
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the moral rules of the road, the crucial tasks that humans are called upon to accomplish in 

life, the temptations flying all around them that they must ignore or overcome if they 

surrender to them. This God is a tough character to begin with because we can’t ask God 

any questions. We can’t see or hear God. There are no images, no pictures or sightings of 

God. How can we mere mortals possibly understand who this God is or what God wants 

of us?

After a discussion of God, the story continues in a chronological way. God first 

created the natural world (or it was created in another fashion) prior to the appearance of 

humans, and so the cosmos is the next subject, followed by humanity, and then the 

appearance of the Jewish people and their historic spiritual journey. 

Finally, after the Jewish people, the next stage is the Jewish self, the individual in 

the world. After a consideration of the ethical foundations for a good life, the individual 

is considered as a marriage partner and family member and then a member of the wider 

community. The final consideration involves the Jewish beliefs about the death of each 

individual and the possibilities of the afterlife.

At each stage, readers will be encouraged to engage the material, to enter into a 

dialogue with it, in order to define their own Jewish world view, not just from their own 

lives but also from the traditional sources of Jewish thought as well as contemporary 

knowledge. Constructing such a personal Jewish world view that is grounded in a careful 

examination of Jewish sources is religiously empowering. Indeed, it can be empowering 

only because Judaism has no fixed dogma. The Jewish understanding of being in a 

partnership with God has its analogue of being in a partnership with tradition. Individuals 
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are not religious robots. They have free will and probing minds. They can and are 

encouraged to lead an examined Jewish life. 

After I provide a background and try to consider how to think about various 

Jewish beliefs including contemporary ones, I will offer suggestions about where readers 

can go to find a personal connection to Judaism. These spiritual suggestions are meant to 

prompt readers to think of their own sources for learning, ones that will lead to their own 

insights and to provide questions both for individuals and groups.

For example, I encourage readers to begin with a journal, to jot down their own 

ideas as they read, and then at the end of each chapter read over the notes. Some readers 

may even wish to write their own views in a more organized way. At the end, those who 

take this approach will have constructed their own Jewish belief system.

Precisely because Judaism is not a cold and calculated philosophical religion but a 

living faith, I have included true stories, quotations, and other materials that provide 

seasoning to the descriptive prose and provide a sense not only what Jews believe but 

how they feel as they believe. 

The difficult goal of the book is to enable readers to formulate more precise 

questions about their Jewish beliefs and to expand the range and complexity of their often 

tentative answers. I’m not sure how much I can contribute to this goal, but I hope 

working together with readers will provide insightful steps on the journey to the goal. 

I recommend that the book be read in the order in which it was written especially 

if you are interested in constructing your own belief system because the material, to the 

best of my ability, is presented in an intellectually hierarchical fashion with one section 
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leading to the next. For those who wish to focus on discrete questions, it is certainly 

possible to read the chapter that deals with the question.

The book is meant for a wide variety of people, for adult Jews wishing to connect 

more fully or tentatively reconnect to their intellectual heritage, to students exploring the  

borderlines of the Jewish belief system, to Jewish spiritual leaders and educators, 

Gentiles who wish to explore Judaism, and anyone else interested in how to construct a 

belief system. 

A note on language is necessary. For many centuries God was referred to as “He” 

in many texts, such as the Torah, prayer books, and other works, holy and otherwise. It is 

not a matter of political correctness but religious precision to note that God does not have 

a sexual identity, so using either “He’ or “She” to describe God is inaccurate and 

misleading. Similarly, writers have used the masculine form to refer to all people. I have 

in my writing avoided language that erases the presence of women. However, translating 

already-existing historical texts into an inclusive language is a matter of taste. Doing so is 

certainly understandable and well-meaning. I have tried to avoid such texts and other 

writing. But I have retained the masculine when it existed in texts or someone else’s 

writing to reflect the original accurately. I invite readers who wish to translate from the 

masculine to more inclusive language to do so as they read.  

And so, we begin what I hope will turn out to be an interesting and helpful 

journey.
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